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Graham&#39;s saga of Cornish life in the 18th century has enthralled readers for 70 years and the

wild landscapes that inspired the novels haveâ€”even todayâ€”remained relatively unchanged.

Cornwall then was a perilous world of pirates and shipwrecks: of rugged coast and mysterious

smugglers&#39; coves, of windswept moors and picturesque villages such as Boscastle and Port

Quin, and of beaches, tin mines and churches. Illustrated with stunning photographs this book is a

glorious evocation of the land of beauty, excitement, romance and imagination that Graham loved

so well.
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An immersive escape for the armchair traveller. * The Lady *

Winston Graham (1908-2003) is the author of more than 40 novels, and is best known for the highly

successful Poldark books, which have been developed into two television series shown in 22

countries. Andrew Graham is the son of Winston Graham. He is a political economist and a

consultant to Mammoth Screen for the new adaptation of the Poldark novels.

This is a beautiful coffee-table book that has marvelous views of places in Cornwall that inspired

Winstom Graham as he wrote the Poldark series and other books. I was expecting more of a

historical book that would have told more about how thing were like in Cornwall in the late 18th



century, but this book talks more about Graham's experiences with his family in Cornwall and some

about the making of the first BBC Poldark Television series. I did like the book very much, especially

the illustrations--but I was a little disappointed in the quality of the printing. You can feel the ink on

the paper, which makes it seem kind of cheap.

Excellent book on my favorite part of the UK. Fortunately the new "Poldark" TV series regenerated

interest as the book was out-of-print for years.

Perfect accompaniment to the 12 series of books by Winston Graham. Rounds out the perception of

the stories and makes them very real.

It is a well written book by a wonderful author, Winston Graham, with spectacular photos of a very

special part of England. I highly recommend. It has been updated to include a tie in to the very, very

good tv series Poldark

This book captures the dreamlike beauty of this mysterious place, highlighting the Poldark locations

and history. The photography is captivating and evocative. I highly recommend it.

Beautiful pics and wonderful insight into Graham's writing. I was instantly transported back to

Cornwall which is beyond beauty.

A beautiful book for the fans of Poldark in all its incarnations. Winston Graham takes you on a

journey thru the land he loved and immortalized in his novels.

This is simply a beautiful book with stories about Cornwall. The Photos are gorgeous and sitting

down with this and a cuppa tea transports you back to the Poldark series. I bought this for a friend

who'd just lost her husband and though it would bring her pleasure throughout the winter.
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